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Abstract

Selection of an appropriate architectural style is vital to the success a web service. The nature of architecture design and selection for service oriented computing applications is quite complex as compared to traditional software architecture. Web Services have complex and rigorous architectural styles with their own underlying architectural characteristics. Due to this, selection for accurate architectural style for web services development has become more complex decision to be made by architects. Architectural style selection is a multi-criteria decision and demands lots of experience in service oriented computing. There is a huge gap for automated selection of web services architectural styles. Decision support systems are good solution to simplify the selection process of a particular architectural style. Our research suggests an automated approach using DSS for selection of architectural styles while developing a web service to cater FRs & NFRs (Functional & Non Functional Requirements). Our proposed mechanism helps architects to select right web service architectural pattern according to domain, and non-functional requirements without compromising quality. In this paper a rule base DSS has been developed using CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System) to support decision process in multi-criteria requirements. To select suitable web service, system takes architectural characteristics, domain requirements and software architect preferences for NFRs as input by applying rule base approach. Next Weighted Sum Model has been applied to prioritize quality attributes and domain requirements. Scores are calculated using multiple criterions to choose the final architecture style.
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Introduction

Software architecture controls how system elements are recognised and assigned, how the elements interrelate to form a system, the amount of communication needed for interaction. Therefore, selection of the suitable architectural style(s) for use in construction of software is of importance. A good Architecture can create a difference between success and failure of web and mobile applications in SOC (Service Oriented Computing) domain.

Service Oriented computing has emerged as top choice for software developers, utilizing the integration of cloud computing and IOTs (Internet of Things). The basic components of SOC are services over distributed networks allowing various devices and software to exchange information. SOC, initially emerged from Service Oriented Architecture(s) an architectural style, it has now become a larger knowledge area consisting of other architectural styles. Because of operational constraints in different environments Quality factors are largely dependent on particular architectural style in use.

A typical Web service is an interface that defines a collection of operations that are network accessible through standardized XML messaging. A Web service is described using a standard, format XML or JSON notion, called its service description [1]. At present we have various architectural styles to choose from to develop a web service each with its own pros and cons.

Software architecture has been a key component in software development in past two decades. Therefore, choosing the correct architecture is a basic task in software engineering phases, concerning quality attributes of a web service. Software Architecture provides abstractions and defines relationships among those abstractions while Architectural Styles impact largely on performance, security, reliability and many others. When we talk about Service oriented computing applications, they are more complex and heterogeneous in nature with respect to different architectural styles. A few traits have been recorded for each style in distinctive writings, however we can’t comprehend the degree to what benefits and drawbacks of quality and quality attributes of each architecture are considered [1]; thusly, contrasting capabilities, attributes and benefits of software architecture is a by one means or another difficult task. Apart from Quality requirements other set of requirements make it a tough decision for architects for selection of a particular style to develop a web service.

Figure 1 shows N-tier architectural framework of Web Services. In this figure basic components of a typical web service application are depicted by keeping in mind FRs and NFRs required to support any architectural style, typical web service architecture has been mapped into three layers.

At present when we are conducing this research there are multiple architectural styles available for developing a particular web service like SOAP, RESTFU etc. Each one of these style(s) allows system architects to develop web service to complete a specific functionality with similar and conflicting quality attributes. The general concern of users is performance, security, reliability and related quality attributes. Other most important factor is self-characteristics of architecture to be selected. So, software architect(s) have to consider the self-characteristics as well as domain requirements in addition to NFRs in order to select appropriate architecture according to need of the app being developed. This decision becomes critical to meet different and varying requirements.

At the moment there are various web services styles suitable for different types of web services to design. But there is a lack of work to make distinction which web service style is better for a particular set of requirements. Requirements are of various types i.e. Functional, Non Functional and Domain specific. There is not a single Architectural
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In this paper, a Rule based Decision Support System (DSS) has been developed which attempts to help the decision making process by keeping in mind different related criteria for web service architecture including quality attributes weightage according to web and mobile app being developed, domain requirements and architectural style characteristics. And base on these criteria suggesting suitable solutions.

Section II presents Literature Review of the related work and Research Challenges. In Section III we shall present proposed DSS for web service architectural selection; Section IV will show Selecting architecture using proposed DSS. In Section V we will see impact on decision making process, Section VI discusses the advantages and Section VII & VIII will cover future work and conclusions respectively.

**Literature Review**

In this section we shall review service oriented computing, web service, web service architectural styles, approaches used for selection of architecture in past.

**SOC architectural styles**

Service-oriented computing is an emerging cross-disciplinary paradigm for distributed computing, which is changing the way software applications are designed, delivered and consumed. At the heart of service-oriented computing are services that provide autonomous, platform-independent, computational elements that can be described, published, discovered, orchestrated and programmed using standard protocols to build networks of collaborating applications distributed within and across organizational boundaries. Web services provide a standard means of interacting between different software applications, running on a variety of platforms and/or frameworks. The general description of commonly used architectural styles is as follows:

**MOA (Message-Oriented Architecture):** MOM (Message-Oriented Middleware) or MOA is an alternative to the RPC (Remote Procedure Call) distribution mechanism. This mechanism called Message-Oriented Middleware or MOM provides a clean method of communication between disparate software entities. MOM is one of the foundation stone that distributed enterprise systems are built upon. MOM can be defined as any middleware infrastructure that provides messaging capabilities. A client of a MOM system can send messages to, and receive messages from, other clients of the messaging system. Each client connects to one or more servers that act as an intermediary in the sending and receiving of messages. MOM uses a model with a peer-to-peer relationship between individual clients; in this model, each peer can send and receive messages to and from other client peers. MOM platforms allow flexible cohesive systems to be created; a cohesive system is one that allows changes in one part of a system to occur without the need for changes in other parts of the system [2].

**SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture):** The service-oriented Architecture (SOA) uses services to support the development of rapid, low-cost, interoperable, evolvable, and massively distributed applications. Services are autonomous, platform-independent entities that can be described, published, discovered, and loosely coupled in novel ways. They perform functions that range from answering simple requests to executing sophisticated business processes requiring peer-to-peer relationships among multiple layers of service consumers and providers. Any piece of code and any application component deployed on a system can be reused and transformed into a network-available service. Services reflect a “service-oriented” approach to programming that is based on the idea of composing applications by discovering and invoking network-available services to accomplish some task. This approach is independent of specific programming languages or operating systems. It lets organizations expose their core competencies programmatically over the Internet or various networks.

**ROA (Resource-oriented Architecture):** Resource Oriented Architecture (ROA) or REST Oriented Architecture are used interchangeably and ROA (REST Oriented Architecture) is just a fancy name for a SOA (Service Based Architecture) using REST services. REST was proposed by Roy Fielding. REST is architecture for developing Web services. REST attempts to mimic architectures that
use HTTP or similar protocols, by constraining the interface to a set of well-known standard operations (i.e., GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE for HTTP). Here, the focus is on interacting with stateful resources, rather than messages or operations. “REST architecture is designed to show how existing HTTP is enough to build a Web service and to show its scalability”. It avoids the complexity and processing overhead of the Web services protocols by using bare http. One important REST concept is a resource, which is a piece of information that has a unique identifier (e.g., a uniform resource identifier (URI)). REST web services architectural style reduces the complexity of transforming data from XML or JSON between sender and receiver.

SOAP vs. RESTfuls. MOA: Though there is a division among the advocates of two prominent styles in web services but recently a trend has been seen which shows architects and developers favouring RESTful as it is much easier to implement. In a research case study for developing multimedia conference applications both styles were used and results show that RESTful proved itself much better in performance [3]. In another work where performance analysis was done for both styles on different platforms in cloud, RESTful outclassed SOAP style [4]. The new versions of SOAP make it easy to use. One advantage of SOAP is that it uses generic transport protocols while RESTful only uses http/https. REST is best suited in less complex scenario while SOAP is more suitable for complex systems [5]. Message oriented Model has some commonalities with SOAP but differs in architecture and internal complexities.

Architecture selection approaches: The use of Computational intelligence for decision support system in order to solve different problems is much better as opposed manual decisions [6]. A decision support system automates the process for decision making in any domain. There are various approaches for its usage, here we mention few related to our work.

Wang and Yang proposed a selection method for people who lack expertise and experience to select appropriate architecture style for their software systems [7]. The authors collected and categorized a number of common architecture styles, and used Quality Attributes as a criterion to evaluate all those architecture styles. Moreover, they provided a systematic selection process powered by Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). It is a widely used theory and provides a measurement through pair wise comparisons and relies on the judgments of experts to derive priority scales. This method just considers the quality attributes but does not cater the domain and architectural requirements.

Babu et al. [8] presented a method called SSAS (Selection of Software Architecture Styles). It uses analytic network process (ANP) to determine the degree of interdependence relationship among the alternatives (architecture styles) and criteria (Requirements). It provides a way of collecting expert group opinion along with stakeholders interests (e.g. reliability, performance) [8]. It should be noted that, the traditional AHP is applied to the problem without considering interdependence property among the criteria.

Moaven et al. [9] explained “A Decision Support System for Software Architecture-Style Selection” presented DSS which makes use of fuzzy logic to represent concepts of quality attributes more precisely and efficiently while considering interaction among them. They constructed a DSS based on knowledge-base which has the ability of updating its knowledge and provides the system architect with suitable choices to select among them. With respect to knowledge base and exploiting expertise of people that work in this domain (e.g. expert architect) some rules have been extracted that can help to surfing the style repository and offering a style or combination of some styles [10]. This DSS considered NFRs but this DSS not considered the characteristics of architecture to be asked by architect as input for making decision.

Theoretical framework for using a decision maker for cloud based web services architecture selection via rule based engine was presented by Falak et al. [2]. This work only presented framework for choosing an appropriate style among ROA and SOAP. Moreover practical implication of this framework was not provided so impact on the selection process could not be predicted [2].

Architecture selection techniques

Further we can categorize Architecture selection techniques based on manual selection and automated selection. Both techniques help Architects for selecting appropriate architecture. Being a web service a complex entity to be build with diverse requirements, it becomes difficult for system architects to select the one which is most suitable for needs. On the other hand automated selection facilitates software architect to select closely related as per requirements with very short time investment. One can say that manual process for architecture selection is economical but it depends how much domain experience the decision maker has.

The research challenge

Research Challenge: Web Service Architecture Selection in Multicriteria Requirements.

The single most difficult challenge in software development in modern era is the selection of appropriate architectural style and this decision becomes even complex and difficult when it comes to select web services styles. Multiple factors come into play in selection of architecture style for Service Oriented applications. So core Research challenges are:

- Selection of correct architecture style for web services without compromising quality attributes.
- Existence of multiple web services architectural styles.
- Multi-criteria Requirements
- Complex Decision making process
- Diverse Characteristics of different styles

Proposed DSS for Web Service Architectural Selection

Our proposed solution tries to automate the web service architecture selection process by focusing on quality attributes and functional requirements. There are some common features among web service styles but target applications always do require varying quality attributes. So as a solution we have developed a rule based decision support system in CLIPS (C language Integrated Production Shell) to automate the. For this purpose three architecture styles SOA, ROA and MOA are selected and NFRs security, reliability and performance are considered. NFR preferences are taken first along with general characteristics for architectures under question. Weighted sum model is applied with selected characteristics prioritization. This process ends with suitable web service style suggestion based on requirements. The complete process of proposed DSS is depicted in Figure 2.

DSS and its types

Due to the extremely high attention to the computer-based information systems, making use of Decision Support Systems to support and improve decision making has become of importance.
Decision making problem is the process of finding the best option from all of the feasible alternatives. DSS is a computer-based system which supports a decision, in any way. DSS will essentially solve or give options for solving a given problem. A DSS provides support for all phases of the (semi-structured and unstructured) decision making process and a variety of decision making processes. It should be easy to use meanwhile providing support for users at all levels to make decision [11]. Decision support systems can be classified in several ways. One well-known classification is to put them into six frameworks [11]:

1) text-oriented which emphasizes on creating, revising and reviewing documents; 2) database-oriented in which the database organization is of importance and the emphasize is most on query capabilities and generating strong reports; 3) spread sheet-oriented which allows the user to develop models to execute DSS analysis; 4) solver oriented DSS which use solver for solving a particular type of problem; 5) rule-oriented DSS in which the knowledge component, which often is an expert system, includes procedural and inferential rules; 6) compound DSS which is a combination of two or more of classifications mentioned above.

**Working of proposed DSS**

In order to select an architectural style from given choices of architecture styles correctly and precisely, all existing information related to the application should be considered. The proposed DSS will use characteristics of web service architectural styles, domain characteristics of application being developed and NFR (Non-functional requirements) weight age as input for inference and provides appropriate decision complete design of proposed DSS is depicted in Figure 2 in detail [12].

The proposed DSS has five essential components that help in decision making process that are:

- Repositories
- Tool
- Rule-based
- Decision making (CLIPS)
- User interface

Obligations and concerns of every part alongside what they accommodate the DSS is explained as follows.

**Repository:** We have three types of repositories which are DC (Domain Characteristics), NFRC (Non-Functional Requirements Characteristics) and ASC (Architectural Style Characteristics) [13]. In DC we have characteristics regarding requirements for different domains like e-commerce, banking, health care apps and others. NFRC contains characteristics provided by different quality attributes and also information regarding no. of sub-attributes of quality attribute provided by specific web service architectural style [14]. ASC have information of all the characteristics of web service architectural styles SOA, ROA and MOA respectively. The characteristics considered in repository in proposed DSS are summarized in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Table 1 shows the characteristics that MOA, SOA and ROA possess in order to fulfill the requirements of app being developed whose nature is SO (Service-Oriented). Now comparison w.r.t NFR characteristics are given in Table 2. Three NFRs are under considerations mainly security, reliability and performance.

Table 2 showing which characteristics of NFR each architectural style possess with assigned weights to be considered as inputs for system. Now comparison w.r.t domain characteristics is summarized in Table 3.

**Tools:** Domain characteristic and Architectural style characteristics would be prioritized on basis of no. of characteristics selected. After getting all the required information and priorities of quality attributes, the weighted sum model for NFR’s would be applied to DSS and no. of characteristics required of specific web service architectural style and domain characteristics would already be counted while gathering information according to the need of app being developed as shown in Figure 3.

![proposed DSS work flow.](image-url)
Where weighted sum model (WSM) is the best known and simplest multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) method for evaluating a number of alternatives in terms of a number of decision criteria [2].

In general, suppose that a given MCDA problem is defined on m alternatives and n decision criteria. Furthermore, let us assume that all the criteria are benefit criteria, that is, the higher the values are, the better it is. Next suppose that \( w_j \) denotes the relative weight of importance of the criterion \( C_j \) and \( a_{ij} \) is the performance value of alternative \( A_i \) when it is evaluated in terms of criterion \( C_j \). Then, the total (i.e., when all the criteria are considered simultaneously) importance of alternative \( A_i \), denoted as \( A_i^{WSM}\)-score, is defined as follows:

\[
A_i^{WSM}\text{-score} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j a_{ij} \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, m. \quad (1)
\]

In our case architectures SOA, ROA and MOA are alternatives as \((A)\) and quality attributes security, reliability and performance are criteria’s as \((C)\).

General characteristics of architectures are rules in DSS and priority will be given to the highest number of characteristics selected of specific architecture. For example if we have selected 20 characteristics of SOA, 17 of ROA and 10 of MOA then DSS will recommend SOA [15-18].

The rules, which were extracted from architecture styles characteristics, NFRS, domain characteristics, and the priorities, and incorporated by DSS user i.e. system architect, are used as inputs of the tool as in Figure 4.

**Rule Base:** For extracting decision, there is need of some rules on the basis of our repositories DC, NFRC and ASC. Simply we can say, rules decide which domain characteristics are required, which characteristics of architecture are required, what is the importance level of each quality attribute. These rules would be stored in rule-based engine and then would be obtained with help of repositories. Rule is generally defined as:

\[
P \rightarrow Q \text{ or if } P \text{ then } Q \quad \text{(2)}
\]

Where \( P \) would be characteristics of architecture, domain characteristics or any NFR and \( Q \) would be preferred architecture prioritization according to \( P \).

Total 108 rules are implemented in DSS based on characteristics explained earlier

**Decision maker (CLIPS):** CLIPS has been used for development of rule based Decision Support System as CLIPS is one of the generally utilized AI (Artificial Intelligence) apparatus utilized for Rule-based DSS. CLIPS gives a firm tool to taking care of a wide mixture of information. Rule-based programming permits heuristics, otherwise “thumb rule,” that tag a group of activities executed in specified circumstance [7].

CLIPS help in dealing with the obligation of this part, indeed, accepting as well as sending data to and from every segments belong to DSS. Interface is a “data communicator” possesses an obligation to get needs that the DSS user gave to system through client interface as well as give it to tool as an information that is part of DSS for utilization of it. The priorities entered by software architect become inputs for
Automated Architecture Selection

To get a better understanding of our approach we have conducted a hypothetical case study. For this purpose we have identified use case for which architects have to develop web services. In this whole process we consider following Requirements for architectural style selection:

- Business Requirements
- Functional Requirements
- Non Functional Requirements

Along with these requirements we also cater for specific architectural style characteristics and prioritization inputs.

**USE CASE: Online Book Order Service**

**Business requirements:** Consider requirements for ordering a book online. Different clients should be able to place online orders for books using this web service in various online stores.

**FR01:** A client logs onto the book retailer’s site and rings a rundown of the obliged articles.

**FR02:** A request is intended to the “check accessibility” administration which supplies data to the web entrance as to the amount at present in stock.

**FR03:** The client submits the request for the obliged articles/books. Order web Service then issues a quotation. The “quotation issue” service demonstrates the cost of the products requested by the individual client making due note of the client status (e.g. rebates, conditions, and so on.).

**FR04:** In the event that the online payment is done, the payment is acknowledged, and the merchandise are assigned for dispatch. The “send” service exchanges all the essential data to the dispatch system, including the client’s conveyance and charging location.

**Key Non functional Requirements are:**

- NFR01 - Security
- NFR02 - Performance
- NFR03 - Reliability

We have considered multicriterian requirements to take input for rule based DSS including general characteristics. A decision problem described over three alternatives A1, A2, A3 namely SOA, ROA and MOA which defined via four criteria C1, C2, and C3 namely Security, Performance plus Reliability. DSS will take weightage of NFR’s from architect on basis of the preferences for given case study. The interaction between system and architect is depicted in Figure 5.

The architect would enter weightage for NFR on scale of 1 to 5 where 5 means highly preferred and 1 means less preferred. There are three styles for this use case: Service-Oriented Architecture, Resource-Oriented Architecture also called RESTful, and Message-Oriented Architecture. The satisfaction level of every NFR via different web service architectural styles is summarized in Table 4.

The weightage for each factor is entered as input into system as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria’s</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Satisfaction level.

---

Now subsisting these values in equation (1) derived earlier we get:

(SOA): \( A_1 = w_1a_{11} + w_2a_{12} + w_3a_{13} \)

\[ W(A1) = 5\times6 + 4\times6 + 5\times8 = 94 \]

(ROA): \( A_2 = w_1a_{21} + w_2a_{22} + w_3a_{23} \)

\[ W(A2) = 5\times12 + 4\times15 + 5\times5 = 155 \]

(MOA): \( A_3 = w_1a_{31} + w_2a_{32} + w_3a_{33} \)

\[ W(A3) = 5\times7 + 4\times9 + 5\times5 = 96 \]

Here we have calculated NFR weightage for each architectural style under consideration.

By taking these requirements as input shown in Table 5 the following results are generated by DSS. As represented in Table 6.

At least 21 input for architectural characteristics were taken along with weightage for NFRs. After applying weighted sum model to NFR the final weightage for SOA is at 94, ROA is at 155 and MOA is 96. Similarly from architectural and domain characteristics the weightage is 13 for ROA and SOA and 8 for MOA respectively.

Here we get highest value for ROA in relation to Quality attributes and equal weightage for other characteristics. From these results it is very easy for developers and architects to choose the right architecture as for this use case ROA is more suitable architectural style to choose to develop online Book order web service.

**Impact on Decision Making Process**

By incorporating different elements involved in manual decision making process into an automated DSS we have streamlined the process for architecture selection for a web service. Decision for selection of a particular architecture for software itself is a complex way and it becomes even more difficult when we are selecting a particular architectural style for web service domain. Here we only considered 03 different types Non-functional requirements for 03 said architectural styles. Here our DSS makes sure to incorporate these NFRs to any selected architectural style by using weighted sum model. Trade-offs analysis may also be done between different NFRs at time of selection of a particular architectural style.

108 different rules were constructed as tree to support various requirements. Now if this process would have been manual or left to system architect without any automation, architecture selection could be subjective depending upon expertise leading to high costs and low quality.

Here we discuss some advantages and contribution to the domain with respect to related work.

**Advantages**

The proposed technique has various advantages which lead towards high quality web services development with reduced, cost and overhead for software development teams. Some of them are:

- Simplified Decision making process
- Unbiased decision leading to high quality
- Multi-criterion requirements incorporated
- Automated decision making for architecture selection
- Reduced Risk

**Contribution to domain**

Though the architecture selection is considered totally a manual process and depends on the knowledge and personal experience of the decision makers. Web services architecture selection is trivial as there are multiple architectural patterns and rate of change in these styles is quite rapid. We believe that there is a criteria as well as a process within architects’ mind when they deal with architecture style selection but it is totally based on the judgment of the selector. Our core contribution to this domain is that we present a novel way for architecture selection by incorporating multicriteria requirements. The plus point about our work is that we have considered modern styles which are in use in todays cloud and web development environment. Some researchers have worked in traditional software architecture selection [9] using multicriteria approach but this work lacks the indepth validation of fuzzy path analysis. Booth et al. [11] did work on architectural style selection focusing only on quality attributes by applying AHP technique, though it is a good direction in this domain but they did not consider self characteristics of the styles under question. Our research is quite unique in a sense that we have tried to bring all the aspects in decision making process for web services for example NFRs, domain requirements and above all the self characteristics of these styles. Weighted Sum Model is a proven approach used in our work for calculating the quality attributes weightage. In a similar work titled “ANP-GP Approach for Selection of Software Architecture Styles’ [8] focus on quality attributes and balance among architectural style where goals and objectives are considered in the decision making process. Again this work does not target specific style but applies this method in a general way. In contrast to this work we have targeted modern web services styles and gathered all their characteristics using rule base approach for a better decision making.

**Future Work**

Web services are everywhere in cloud, big data and IOTs so demand for development and consumption in near future shall increase. In future more architectural styles may be explored and incorporated into this DSS. We have focused key Quality attributes; it can be further enhanced to input other NFRs into system. In future a DSS should be extended to not only suggest architectural style but should be capable to generate suggested architecture style skeleton.

**Conclusions**

Characteristics of architectural styles are different with each other and, therefore, each one has its own strengths and weaknesses in a problem space. Our research has created new dimensions for architectural selection support. Consequently identifying the Non-
functional requirements, architectural characteristics and domain requirements.

In this paper a DSS for web service architectural selection has been developed which considers core requirements. It uses weighted sum model for NFRs and architectural and domain requirements are prioritized on basis of selected characteristics using rule based model as knowledge engine. The results obtained from this DSS would help software architects, teams and developers in making precise and efficient decisions. Subsequently it will help improve the overall quality of web service development process.
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